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VMOGUK builds a stable platform for
enterprise email with IBM CommonStore
Overview
N The Challenge
Vallourec Mannesmann Oil & Gas
UK Ltd (VMOGUK) had migrated
its corporate email platform to
Microsoft Exchange, and wanted
to improve stability by reducing
the size of user mailboxes – but
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work productively, employees need

and discussed several different
approaches to solving this problem.
Simply deleting old messages or
moving them to offline tape storage
was not a viable option, because
users need regular access to their
email history. As a result, the company

decided to look for an archiving
solution that would provide rapid
access to all emails and attachments
while relieving the pressure on the
Exchange server itself.

“Commonstore requires
almost no maintenance
or support – it just sits
there and it works.”
Scott Findlay, IT Manager
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Oil Company Halves Paper Consumption with
Document and E-Mail Management System

Customer: Vallourec Mannesmann Oil
and Gas UK
Web Site: www.vmog.co.uk
Number of Employees: 305
Country or Region: United Kingdom
Industry: Oil and gas
Partner: Sysnet
Customer Profile
Established in 1994, Vallourec
Mannesmann Oil and Gas UK supplies
pipes and other industrial equipment to oil
companies operating in the North Sea. It
has 305 employees across three sites in
Scotland.
Software and Services
 Microsoft Office
− Microsoft Office Outlook 2007
− Microsoft Office SharePoint Server
2007
 Microsoft Server Product Portfolio
− Microsoft Exchange Server 2007

For more information about other Microsoft
customer successes, please visit:
www.microsoft.com/casestudies

“The Microsoft technology has helped us reduce the
amount of paper we use by more than 50 per cent.”
Scott Findlay, IT Manager, Vallourec Mannesmann Oil and Gas UK

Vallourec Mannesmann Oil and Gas UK supplies pipes and
equipment to companies working in the North Sea. In the past,
almost all the company’s communications—and its extensive
archives—were paper-based. But a commitment to environmental
sustainability led the company to work with Microsoft® Gold
Certified Partner Sysnet to develop a fully integrated document and
e-mail management system, and cut its paper consumption by
more than 50 per cent.

Business Needs
Vallourec Mannesmann Oil and Gas UK
supplies oilfield country tubular goods to
energy companies operating in the North
Sea. It deals with hundreds of documents
every day, including order forms, invoices,
certificates, and drilling sequences. In the
past, personnel sometimes found it difficult
to keep track of crucial information because
of a lack of systems integration. Sales
managers had to work hard to stay up-todate with the latest client information,
because the company’s complex lines of
business often involve many manufacturers,
suppliers, and customers.

Scott Findlay, IT Manager, Vallourec
Mannesmann Oil and Gas UK, says: “Our
sales people had to create and maintain a
tracking spreadsheet for each customer to
keep relevant documentation together. They
also had to monitor incoming e-mail traffic
for information relating to their clients. It
took a lot of time, so we wanted to create a
system that would store new information in
the correct place and notify the right people
automatically.”
The company’s administrative processes
were mostly paper-based. Even when orders
came in electronically, staff printed the
documents, copied them, and sent them on

to the appropriate people. Says Findlay: “We
were posting information between our three
sites around Aberdeen and Glasgow, so
people often had to wait for crucial
documents to arrive. Most importantly,
though, we were using too much paper. We
wanted to cut our usage to reduce our impact
on the environment.”
Document storage was another challenge.
The company has to keep extensive records of
the pipes and joints it manufactures, to make
sure that it is prepared in the event of a
critical supply line failure. But because all the
documentation was in hard copy, this meant
that large archives and filing systems built up
over time, and information became harder to
retrieve quickly.

Solution
In early 2007, the company began looking at
ways of consolidating its communications.
“We decided to create an electronic document
and e-mail management system, but we didn’t
have the skills to develop it in-house, so we
started looking for a partner that could help,”
says Findlay.
After researching the options, Findlay’s team
decided to work with Microsoft Gold Certified
Partner Sysnet. “We talked to the people at
Sysnet about the problems we were having,
and we were impressed by their
understanding and expertise,” says Findlay.
The team at Sysnet developed a solution
based on a range of Microsoft technologies. At
the heart of the system is Microsoft Office
SharePoint® Server 2007, which is used to
create custom Web Parts and draw
information together from other elements of
the system, such as Microsoft Office Outlook®
2007 messaging and collaboration client, and
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.

Deployed in the company’s sales
department, the system helps account
managers keep track of information more
effectively. Susan Young, Contracts
Manager, Vallourec Mannesmann Oil and
Gas UK, says: “With SharePoint sites, each
person on the team accesses the services
they need with a single sign-on. When they
log on, they see three default views with the
latest information about the current orders,
purchase orders, and works orders with
which they’re dealing. And they use the
Enterprise Search feature to quickly find any
information they need.”
When the company receives an e-mail
message with order information, such as a
dispatch note from a manufacturer, the
system identifies the order number and
automatically sends the message to the right
folder, as well as notifying the relevant
account manager.
The solution integrates with the company’s
existing enterprise resource planning
system, so crucial business documents are
automatically sent to the correct folders on
the company’s servers. Employees now scan
all the paper documents the company
receives to create archived electronic copies,
and the system sends these to the correct
locations too.

Benefits
The company saw immediate benefits after
deploying the Microsoft solution. Account
managers now have an intuitive interface
with all the information they need readily
available. They save time, because they are
notified as soon as the company receives email messages relevant to their clients, and
they use the Enterprise Search feature in
Office SharePoint 2007 to find information
fast. Most importantly, the company has
radically cut its paper usage, significantly
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reducing its impact on the environment.
Findlay says: “The Microsoft technology has
helped us reduce the amount of paper we
use by more than 50 per cent.” Personnel no
longer need to print out and copy e-mail
messages, because the system
automatically sends them to the right
people. And documents received in hard
copy are quickly scanned and added to a
comprehensive and easily navigable
electronic archive.











The company has reduced the amount of
paper used in its sales department from
45 reams in the first quarter of 2007 to
20 reams in the first quarter of 2008, a
saving of more than 50 per cent.
Contract managers work more efficiently
because they have a personalised view
with all the latest information about their
clients.
Employees find information faster using
Enterprise Search.
Staff send documents between the
company’s three sites electronically,
eliminating postage costs.
Employees retrieve older documents more
easily because they are electronically
archived and searchable.
Findlay and his team plan to roll out the
scalable system to two other departments,
making further savings.

